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Discover secrets that will take your goalkeeping skills from average to superior today! How to

improve your goalie intelligence There is a highly efficient method for improving your intelligence as

a goalie that you can adapt immediately to your game. There is nothing advanced about it, but I

assure you that it will do wonders for your game because most keepers are not taking advantage of

it. How to save a penalty kick more often Being able to save penalties is worth gold because not

only will you be able to become the hero and lead your team to the victory, you will also gain

authority among the opponents as well. There are few points you must pay attention to that often

decide the outcome of the penalty kick. By turning them to your advantage, you will be able to highly

increase your chance of saving the penalty. In this book, I will reveal each of them and explain how

you can benefit from them as well. How to properly position your free kick wall?  The secret to

saving free kicks is to know how to arrange your wall properly and avoid the common pitfalls related.

There are few specific points that will either make or break your wall, and this book will reveal each

of them and explain how to turn them to your advantage. How to easily improve your confidence

Having good confidence is very important to your goalkeeping, no matter what level you are playing

at. Without it, performing well is going to be really hard, if possible. In this book, I will give you tips

that will raise your confidence from the ashes, and you will also learn how to avoid falling into the

same negative behavior again.
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I bought this book for my 11-year-old and while there are some very basic tips that would help a



beginner, it's not a book I would recommend for someone who has been playing goalie for a number

of years. It never hurts to go over the basics, but if you are looking for new ideas, this is not the

book for you. With that said, there are some good chapters, and good examples given - some things

that a youth soccer coach who is not a "goalie coach per se" would not teach. It is an easy read and

something that kids can read themselves.

I am a student of the game, as well as an active participant. I like getting insight from successful

players.This book has some good gems and some common sense points. Each chapter feels like a

college essay;* introduce the point (often with a story)* explain the point* state what you just

explained* restate how this will make the reader a better keeperAfter several chapters the

mechanical nature of the writer gets a bit tedious. It's not that the information is wrong or uselessly

obvious; it would be nice to have some variation in the presentation, though.Of the 44 secrets, I'd

say at least half of them are no secret at all. It felt like at some points the author was struggling to

come with the required 44 points. That said, I found the book a worthwhile read because there were

a couple very useful bits in there, such as the guidelines for keeper positioning, based on the ball

position and the details for setting a wall on a free kick.

This is my fourth download of Coach Hasic's books (the others being "44 Secrets for Great Soccer

Dribbling", "44 Secrets for Playing Great Soccer" and "44 Secrets for Great Soccer Goal Scoring

Skills") on my Kindle. I lend out my Kindle to the girls on the team so they can have an easy read

that is concise and spot on for training tips of important tactical and technical soccer. On top of that

how do you beat the $2.99 price (sometimes free) from a player of Mirsad's background...thank you

and how about a book on playing the ball to space because coaching Girls under 12 they do not see

the field as well as they should...

Look past the grammar and spelling errors and there is a lot of great advice and useful tips for

young GKs. Both my U14 goalie girls will be reading this. It is not written from a GK perspective but

the message is valuable.

The author is clearly a field player with not enough knowledge about being a keeper to fully

evaluate. He also tends to "blame" the keeper over and over each chapter for everything that goes

wrong during the game. Disappointing



Gift, hope they were satisfied.

bought this for my son who is into goal-keeper skills. it lacks any visual explanations which are key

to show most of the moves of the goal=keeper.

Gave this as a gift to my grandson who plays soccer in a 11 year old boys leaque
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